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  Local authorities play an important role in welcoming and integrating

vulnerable third-country nationals (vulnerable TCNs) and in helping them to

settle into local society. However, the large number of new arrivals in Europe

since 2015 has highlighted that local authorities still face some challenges in

providing short- as well as long-term integration support. Collaboration and

coordination between different sectors, such as labour, health, housing and

education, as well as between different levels of government often exposes weak

spots. Effective coherent action requires breaking down approaches in terms of

different responsibilities and departments and involving non-state stakeholders. 

 (OECD: 2018, 3) 

   The EMBRACIN project aims to address these challenges and develop a new

approach for local reception and integration of arriving vulnerable TCNs in

Europe. 6 countries in Europe (Italy, Spain, Cyprus, Slovenia, Sweden, Greece) will

adopt and test the 6+6*6 scheme of Antonio Silvio Calò and his family which will

be in different sized cities. In the original approach, 6 young refugees from

African countries were welcomed into a family of 6 who accommodated them in

their own home. This large family was supported by *6 external professionals

(psychologist, social workers, lawyer etc.) in their project. From this experience, an

approach to local integration was developed, based mainly on hosting a small

group of vulnerable TCNs together (sometimes with families), who receive

holistic support from different professionals local civil society. 

 (https://embracin.eu/resources/) 

    The following recommendations and results are based on the focus groups and

reflection meetings of the stakeholders involved in the pilot cities. Now that the

pilot projects in the different cities have been running for a few months, the

stakeholders reflected on the extent to which the adopted scheme could be

implemented. The aim was to work out the advantages of a holistic approach for

the local integration of vulnerable TCNs, find out how citizen-led integration can

be implemented and promoted, how the cooperation with professionals works

and how to establish a good living situation. In this context, the contribution of

the EMBRACIN approach to the local integration of vulnerable TCNs will be

elaborated.
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Policy Recommendations

More dissemination and model-awareness raising actions are needed
A public & social discourse in our communities without taboos is important
Guiding documents (implementation manuals, good practice guides) to share
experiences are helpful
Funding and Call for Implementation by the European Commission or other
organizations are needed

For vulnerable third-country nationals, it is essential to have a few, designated
contacts for their issues. Local authorities should appoint contact persons who
accompany the vulnerable TCNs on administrative appointments.

A holistic approach opens up opportunities for cooperation with NGOs, because
both sides have the same approach (strategy). Holistic approaches in
administration should be strengthened.

Work with volunteers generally encourages a sense of community and facilitates
integration. Cooperation between administration and civil society should be
promoted and administrations should thus align their structures more with civil
society.

State structures should also enable qualitative support for refugees and function in
such a way that additional support by professionals becomes unnecessary. As long
as this is not yet the case, there should be permanent funding for these support
structures so that the new arrivals can claim their rights.

Concerning housing, social inclusion should be strived for, while considering
power relationships. 

National and local integration strategies and widespread openness to integration
in governments and authorities are required.

Within society, education about migration and flight must take place and
prejudices must be reduced.

Structured integration concepts that include different areas of life and that offer
holistic support should be promoted and implemented in municipalities in the
long term.

Laying the groundwork for a local integration strategy: 



Citizen-led integration

It is important to create a common understanding for each other in

the local community, to promote solidarity so that everyone feels like

they belong there, and support one another. Good starting points for

this are sports, music, cultural events or working together on

something that feels important to society. Local housing creates a

network in the neighbourhood. Furthermore, it is important to make

the undertaking known locally, to invite volunteers to the project and

also to offer financial support. Good and trustworthy coordination by

professionals is a good way to value the work of volunteers,

contributing to overall inclusion. Nevertheless, working with volunteers

is challenging, as support is more unpredictable, and delegation of

tasks is more difficult. However, it is still worth the effort.
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Holistic approach

All pilot cities confirmed that they value the holistic approach as both positive and

effective. Based on the individual needs and wishes of arriving vulnerable TCNs

(and their families), individual solutions can be found together. The approach

strengthens access to and interaction with the local community. The integration

process can be closely monitored, thus ensuring the best possible support. Trust

and relationship building are the focus. At the same time, the financial cost and

the invested time are difficult to measure. Many NGOs intuitively work with this

method because it offers a holistic approach to the different needs of a person. A

joint approach opens up opportunities for cooperation between NGOs and local

administration.
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Working with professionals

During the integration process, various challenges have to be mastered, for

example concerning language acquisition, application process or job search.

Professionals with expertise in different areas such as language, law and

psychology can provide important assistance. The vulnerable TCNs have mentors

who accompany them step by step and provide them with qualitative support.

The professionals can complement each other and also learn from vulnerable

TCNs. The professionals can use their contacts with authorities and civil society to

advance vulnerable TCNs and to involve more volunteers in the project. This can

normalize the contact between NGOs, public institutions and citizens. Each public

institution should have a cultural mediator. Nevertheless, the ultimate goal would

be to have functioning state structures and for refugees to be able to claim their

social rights more easily and independently. Furthermore, funding for these

professionals is an issue, meaning they receive low wages, which increases the risk

that they will quickly leave the project. A mentoring system that involves

professionals on a voluntary basis can fill an important gap here, even though it

can be a challenge to find volunteers.

EMBRACIN as local integration approach

EMBRACIN offers a pragmatic holistic approach that can be implemented well on

a local level. To implement such a holistic, citizen-led approach, some countries

first need a national integration strategy into which a new approach can then be

incorporated. After that, the national framework can be implemented locally.

Local governments – at the very least – need to be willing to support integration for

this approach to be successful. In addition, employees in the local community

must also be willing to work holistically. This requires cooperation and designated

contact persons. The approach also requires a high level of commitment from host

families or mentors. To implement this, more trained staff, more financial

resources, stable services and a functioning infrastructure are required.
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Housing

Housing is often a major challenge for vulnerable TCNs and municipalities. There

are many different models of accommodation. Host families are one option

(implemented in some EMBRACIN pilot cities) but this option is not possible in all

countries and comes with both advantages and disadvantages. Accommodation

in families strengthens solidarity, rapid integration and a sense of security for

refugees. Placement in host families can speed up the integration process,

because they offer a safe place and further the acquisition of important informal

skills. The network behind the host family is an important support and allows TCNs

to quickly get in touch with the community. However, there is also a close

relationship of dependence with the family and an asymmetry of power that can

be exploited. Therefore, this model requires close professional support for the

family. Mentoring is another good option to create the social inclusion that a

family can provide and creates fewer dependencies. Mentors can be an important

point of contact and further mobilize citizens to get in contact with the vulnerable

TCNs. For this, however, another accommodation must be found, which also needs

to be a safe place and which gives the vulnerable TCNs the space to live their life. A

registry of volunteer mentors and hosts, created by local governments, would be

desirable. However, both approaches require quality assurance for mentors and

hosts.
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